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Abstract 

Bio-based composites have gained higher importance due to their low-cost, recycling and moderate mechanical 
properties. Engineering structures under blast, crush and other different pressure loadings can be manufactured using 
materials such as sisal based bio composites. In this study, sisal fiber reinforced plastics have numerically been 
investigated under singular and repeated blast pressure effects. To make a prediction for experimental procedures in 
next phase, LS-DYNA modeling capabilities has been investigated. For this purpose, different modeling techniques 
such as Lagrangian and coupled methods are used. Midpoint deflection and internal energy history curves have been 
plotted for glass fiber reinforced and sisal fiber reinforced plastics for comparison. 
 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of DRaF2016. 
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1. Introduction  

Current developments in the aerospace, automobile, transportation, agriculture and biomedical fields are closely 
related regarding the area of composite materials. Advanced composites based on glass and carbon fibers in high-
performance polymer matrices have become an indispensable choice due to their superior structural and light-weight 
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characteristics compared to the traditional materials like wood, metals etc. However, these type of composites are 
classified as non-biodegradable and their increasing consumption have begun to pose a new problem of preserving 
the fast-dwindling non-renewable resources. So, research on biodegradable (partially or wholly) composites is an 
important topic for industrial applications nowadays [1,2]. As one of these industrial applications, structures under 
blast, pressure or crush loadings are the subject of current study. For instance, blast-resistant structures are 
traditionally designed with solid materials of considerable weight to resist blast loads. To overcome that operational 
and construction cost of conventional materials, many researchers have developed new designs with either new 
materials or new structural forms, or sometimes both, to resist the blast loads. Different type of bio-based composites 
which are expected to resist high impact loads can be considered as a part of these efforts. One of bio-based fibers, 
sisal fiber, shows high energy absorbing capability under the impact loadings [3]. Fast and continuous developments 
on numerical methods make it easier to predict their response to different, fast dynamic loadings. For this purpose, 
LS-DYNA explicit solver is employed for obtaining air-blast loading response of composite plates. As a specialized 
software, LS-DYNA software is utilized for further capabilities and repeated blast scenario is created for sisal fiber 
based bio-composites. Repeated impulses which can be classified as a non-uniform blast scenario are applied to sisal 
fiber based composites. While non-uniform blast response of sisal fiber based composites are being investigated, 
loading options of LS-DYNA is presented in addition. It is tried to show that sisal fiber composites can replace glass 
fiber based composite under impact dynamics conditions.  

 
Nomenclature 

a Wave form parameter 
  Peak blast pressure 
  Positive phase duration 

 

2. Problem Description 

2.1. Air Blast Loading 

Several dynamic loadings are modeled by the use of different time-dependent pressure functions [4]. Blast load 
pressure behavior can be expressed depending on the distance (which is known as the stand-off distance) between 
the blast source and the object of interest (the target). Assuming that the explosion is uniform, which means that the 
blast source is distant enough (larger than the greatest dimension of the structure in the path of the blast wave) from 
the target surface. Increasing the stand-off distance causes the pressure magnitude to decrease and the blast duration 
to increase. For this case, this explosion is called far-field explosion. In this approach, it is assumed that the pressure 
distribution varies with time. The other one is the near- field explosion loading approach in which the pressure is a 
function of both location and time [5].  

The sudden release of energy from an explosion in the air produces high-temperature, high-pressure detonation 
waves in the atmosphere instantaneously. This pressure waves cause the rapid expansion and propagation of ambient 
gases. The high-pressure air at the front end of these gases contains most of the explosive energy and is known as 
the blast pressure wave. The energy carried by the blast pressure wave will decrease as the propagation distance and 
time increases. The pressure behind the blast wave can instantly reduce below the air pressure of the surrounding 
atmosphere. During the negative pressure phase, the air is evacuated to create a vacuum. Subsequently, the pressure 
and temperature return to the same as that of the ambient air. This behaviour is well explained via Friedlander 
exponential decay equation as 

 
 

 
where  is the peak blast pressure,  is positive phase duration, and a waveform parameter. Ideal blast pressure is 
represented in the Figure 1. Repeated or non-uniform pressure impulses are created due to measuring effect of 
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different environmental conditions on engineering structures. In addition to different boundary conditions, different 
blast impulses can be obtained due to the nature of a case. For instance, repeated function of the curve in the Figure 
1 is a non-uniform blast function. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Ideal blast wave pressure  

2.2. Sisal Fiber Based Composites 

Natural fibers are now widely used for reinforcement of materials as they are a reliable resource and low-cost 
even when compared to glass fibers [2]. One of the significant reasons of using natural fibers as reinforcement 
instead of polymers or other plastics is that they are degradable and don’t cause any harm to the environment [2]. 
Sisal fiber is one of the hardest natural fiber that is obtained from the leaves of the plant Agave Sisalana. It is widely 
cultivated in India, Brazil, East Africa and Indonesia. It has very good durability and strength and it is also one of 
the most extensively cultivated hard fibers which makes it easily available [2,6].  

Hashmi et al. [7] reports that the sisal leaf contains three types of fibers: mechanical, ribbon and xylem which 
consists of cellulose 78%, lignin 8%, hemicellulose 10%, waxes 2% and ash about 1% by weight. They also report 
that the length of sisal fibers ranges between 1 to 1.5 m and diameter ranges about 100–300 μm. Sisal fibers are used 
as reinforcing material like glass fibers with epoxy etc. Silva et al. [3] report that sisal fiber reinforced cement 
composites present more ductile behavior than glass reinforced composites under impact loading. Wambua et al.[2] 
shows that sisal and hemb fibers show better performance in some cases than glass fibers. Especially, impact 
strength divided by density values of sisal and hemb fibers makes them comparable to glass fibers due to bio fibers’ 
low density. Padmavathi et al.[8] carried out an investigation on sisal-epoxy composites prepared with different 
fiber weight fractions (precisely determined by a novel thermogravimetric analyzer technique) containing optimally 
treated (18% NaOH) sisal fibers, using an improvised fabrication approach.  

3. Numerical Modeling in LS DYNA 

3.1. Material Modeling 

The composite plates used for blast simulations are consisting of 6 plies of SFRP or GFRP, respectively. MAT55, 
the *MAT_ENHANCED_COMPOSITE_ DAMAGE keyword is used for composite layers. This material model 
uses Tsai-Wu failure criteria [9]. The elastic material behavior of each ply is calculated depending on the inputs of 
Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Inside a particular shell element, a number of sub-layers can 
be defined in thickness direction representing the laminate lay-up. In this study, each single ply was defined by one 
integration point with the respective ply thickness and fiber orientation angle. Once all single layers of the shell 
element have failed, the whole element is eroded, i.e. deleted from the calculation. Under integrated shell elements 
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of the type Belytschko-Tsay (ELFORM=2) with the stiffness-based hourglass control (IHQ=4) were used for the 
modeling of the composite plate. For further investigation on delamination between layers, stacked elements should 
be created for each lay-up. For this purpose, one of the *PART_COMPOSITE, *ELEMENT_SHELL or 
*ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE keywords are created in multiple numbers. For comparison, glass fiber 
reinforced plastic (GFRP) and sisal fiber reinforced plastic (SFRP) data are used. GFRP properties are obtained 
from ref. [10]. Each lamina of GFRP has 0.3 mm thickness and stack directions are 0/90/0/90/0/90. SFRP layers are 
thicker than GFRP layers and each 4 layers having 3 mm thickness are created with 0/90/0/90 stack direction. 
Mechanical properties of SFRP layers are obtained from ref. [8]. According data comparison, SFRP lamina’s 
density is half of GFRP lamina’s. LS-DYNA needs in-plane Poisson’s ratio, modulus of elasticity, tensile and 
compressive strength and shear strength data. Missing data that were not obtained from the tests are decided 
according expected ranges. This situation generally occurs for such as LS-DYNA MAT-54,55 when lamina is 
unidirectional. 
 

3.2. Coupled Modeling Technique for Single Blast Event 

Applying air blast loading on a structure can be simulated via several techniques available in LS-DYNA. Primary 
modeling techniques are given in the Figure 2. Multi-material arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation is 
one of these techniques. In ALE formulation, air and explosive are modeled with the solid elements in which 
appropriate equations of state are assigned to the materials and a burn model controls the explosive’s detonation 
behavior. However, this method is not known to be computationally cost-efficient because that all air domain 
including blast point and Lagrangian plate must be modeled with small solid elements. Another technique is directly 
applying blast pressure to the Lagrangian plate. There is no need of ALE environment for air domain. 
*LOAD_BLAST keyword is employed and that was derived after lots of experimental data. Another phenomenon to 
be considered is the focusing of blast wave energy which occurs when waves merge after reflecting off structures. 
*LOAD_BLAST_ENHANCED feature permits the empirical blast loads to be applied to an ALE air domain. With 
this technique only the air immediately surrounding the target structure is modeled with an ALE domain. Blast 
pressures provided by the empirical laws are applied to a layer of ALE elements which face the explosive charge 
and act as a source for the adjoining air elements. All of these 3 methods to model single blast event in LS-DYNA, 
are compared by Slavik [11]. Schwer [12] explains coupled method with some of key parameter on LBE-ALE 
coupled method in LS-DYNA. Tabatabei and Volz [13] compare peak pressures of same blast loads using each three 
methods in LS-DYNA.  
 

 

Figure 2. Graphical Representation of Some of Blast Analyses Procedures in LS-DYNA a) LBE Method b) ALE Method c) ALE-LBE Coupled 
Method 

 
In this study, constructed model using LBE-ALE coupled method is verified by using ref. [11]. Pressure response 

of blast effect on the plate is obtained via *DATABASE_FSI keyword. Results are well matched with the reference 
study [11] and pressure response of the plate is plotted in the Figure 3. The single blast event modeled via coupled 
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method in LS-PrePost is represented in the Figure 4. Charge is selected as 517.1 gr. Air blast loading is simulated 
via equivalent of TNT, spherical free-air burst. 

Composite plate is modeled via *CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID keyword in ALE domain of air. A 
quarter of the plate is modeled to shorten the analysis duration. This model is used to predict the response of 
composite plates under the single blast loading. Figure 5 shows comparison of internal energy and deflection 
between GFRP and SFRP plates. Internal energy change of GFRP plate stays in elastic range. However, SFRP plate 
goes under permanent deformation. Deflections develop at both positive and negative directions because of nature of 
blast effect. However, their positive peaks are seen in same level. So, deflection plotting of further progress after 
1000 microseconds is thought unnecessary. It is well understood that SFRP plate is capable to absorb higher energy 
in the intensity of blast. For higher intensities, behavior of each plates should be investigated. 
 

 

Figure 3. Pressure response of rigid plate from different elements that obtained via *DATABASE_FSI 
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Figure 4. LS-PrePost Representation of ALE-LBE Coupled method for single blast even 

 

 

Figure 5. a) Internal energy comparison b) Mid-point deflection comparison between SFRP and GFRP 

 

3.3. Repeated Blast Modeling 

Repeated impulses are firstly created via ALE-LBE coupled method. However, ANSYS LS-DYNA 16.1. is not 
capable of predicting mutual pressure response of two blast sources in ALE-LBE coupled method. The reason is that 
*DATABASE_FSI keyword which predicts pressure map of plate’s elements cannot predict two blast events 
accurately. Due to this result, Lagrangian approach is only used to predict repeated blast response. Currently, 
*LOAD_BLAST_ENHANCED is the first option to create blast effect on the plate. The figure 6 shows two 
modeling options designed for repeated blast event in LS-DYNA. Both of charges are selected as 517.1 gr. Air blast 
loading is simulated via equivalent of TNT, spherical free-air burst.  
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Figure 6. a) LBE method b) ALE-LBE coupled method for repeated blast  

Repeated blast event can be captured via *DATABASE_BLSTFOR keyword. Incident pressure results of the 
model in Figure 6-a has been plotted in the Figure 7. It is explicitly seen that when distance increases, plate gives 
lower pressure peak. Internal energy comparison for repeated impulses between SFRP and GFRP is provided in 
Figure 8-a. Mid-point deflection comparison between SFRP and GFRP is provided in Figure 8-b. These data are 
obtained via *LOAD_BLAST_ENHANCED keyword only in Lagrangian domain. It is well understood that GFRP 
shows elastic behavior in the blast effect; on the other hand, SFRP absorbs energy via some fibers fracturing. 
Compared to SFRP’s 12 mm thickness, GFRP has 1.8 mm thickness. Eventhough SFRP is heavier than GFRP, in 
this blast scenario, SFRP is capable of stopping the waves. For higher blast energies, another comparison should be 
conducted. When single and repeated blast events are compared, due to solution method differences (single: ALE-
LBE Coupled, repeated: LBE Method) first deflection peaks are a little bit different. 

 

 

Figure 7. Repeated blast event for GFRP that obtained via *DATABASE_BLSTFOR 
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Figure 8. a) Internal energy comparison b) Mid-point deflection comparison between SFRP and GFRP 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, a repeated blast event is simulated for sisal fiber based composites in LS-DYNA. As a non-uniform 
loading condition, repeated pressure impulses can occur in different situations. Lagrangian, ALE and ALE-LBE 
coupled methods are generally used as blast modeling techniques in LS-DYNA. ALE-LBE coupled method is a 
popularway of modelling a single blast event. Firstly, it has been verified on rigid plate. Then deflection and internal 
energy data are obtained for both glass and sisal fiber based composites. Although sisal fiber based composites do 
not absorb as much internal energy as glass fiber based composites, sisal fiber is promising thanks to its low density. 
For repeated case, Lagrangian approach (LBE method) has been selected since the version of LS-DYNA solver 
being utilized in this study does not give accurate result with multiple blast charges in ALE-LBE coupled method. 
Mid-point deflection for both GFRP and SFRP are in same level, eventhough each of them has oscillation 
frequencies of their own. In smaller blast effects, elastic motion of GFRP plate can occur and reflect blast waves. In 
this situations, SFRP plates can be considered as an option to absorb energy. Their lower density and lower cost 
comparing to GFRP make them promising low-cost engineering stuctural element. Nowadays, it is well known that 
bio-based composites can be used as reinforcement in engineering structures. Their low-cost, low-density and bio-
degredeable structure make them promising. In maritime applications, a hybrid composite structure can be created 
by using sisal fiber based laminas inside and glass fiber based laminas outside because of sisal fibers’ being not 
water resist. 
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